Roles of glial cells in the formation, function, and maintenance of the neuromuscular junction.
Like other vertebrate synapses, the neuromuscular junction (NMJ) has glial cells that are closely associated with the pre- and post-synaptic components. These "perisynaptic Schwann cells" (PSCs) cover nerve terminals and are in close proximity to the synapse, yet their role at the NMJ has remained mysterious for decades. In this review we explore historical perspectives on PSCs and highlight key developments in recent years that have provided novel insight into PSC functions at the NMJ. First among these developments is the generation of specific antibody probes for PSCs. Using one such antibody and the principle of complement-mediated cell lysis, we have developed a novel technique to selectively ablate PSCs en masse from frog NMJs in vivo. Applying this approach, we have shown that PSCs are essential for the long-term maintenance of synaptic structure and function. In addition, PSCs are essential for the growth and maintenance of NMJs during development. Probes for PSCs also allow us to observe in vivo that processes extended by PSCs guide nerve terminals during synapse development, remodeling, and regeneration. PSCs may therefore dictate the pattern of innervation at the NMJ. Finally, PSCs may also induce postsynaptic acetylcholine receptor expression and aggregation. This wealth of recent findings about PSCs suggests that these synapse-associated glial cells are a more integral and essential component of the NMJ than previously appreciated. New approaches currently being applied at the NMJ may further support the emerging view that glial cells help make bigger, stronger, and more stable synapses.